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NEW MEl'ICO LOBO
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SPORTS NOTES

A·riZOnb State's A'rtdetson
.
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DENVER-When the Arizona
State football team jogs onto the
field before each game, the unknowing fan would think that
Max Anderson would be the last
player the Sun Devils would call
upon to play fullback.
Anderson stands just 5' 8" and
weighs 1'70 pounds. That's nine
. inches shorter and 55 pounds
lighter than Arizona State's
starting quarterback, Ed Roseborough. ASU sports information
~irector Dick Mullins has tabbed

in 1962. But he'll have to average
113 yards per game to pass Fortie.
In Arizona State's super-speedy
backfield, Anderson may not look
like a speed demon. But Saturday he showed he could turn it
on, outlegging Wyoming's swift
Vic Washington on that 99-yard
scamper which momentarily gave
the Devils the lead.
Anderson has led the league in
rushing all season (his 812 yards
more than doubles the fifth-place
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Anderson as the team's "minifullback.''
But, oh how he can run. In
seven games this year, Anderson
has rushed for 812 yards, an
average of 116 per game. Against
Wyoming's tough defense, he
peeled off 161 yards, including a
99-yard touchdown run, longest
in Western Athletic Conference
annals.
"The only reason we ·play Max
at fullback is that we have no one
else to play there," confides Frank
Kush, Sun Devil coach. But Kush
is quick to point out that Anderson would be starting someplace
else if the Sun Devils had a big,
bruising fullback.
Anderson is within reach of
the conference season rushing
record of 1149 yards set by Elden
Fortie, Brigham Young tailback,

U.S•. NAVAl CIVIl
ENGINEERING LAB.
Recruiting Representative
from
Port Hueneme, California
{where you ski in morning
and surf in the afternoon)
interviewing graduates with
BS, MS, or.:·Ph!;> DEGREES
CIVIL, Eli:CTR,ICAL, or
MECHANICAL Engineering
and OPERATIONS RESEARCH
on

WE.DNESDAY 8 NOVEMBER

1967
Interview appointments and
info at your Placement Office.
All pasitions are in the federal Career Civil Service-an equal opportunity employer.

THE SCENES IN THIS FILM
ARE REAL-TOO REAL FOR
THE IMMATURE!. ~.

I
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rusher in the conference), and he,
regained his scoring lead last··
week from teammate J. D. Hill.
Anderson now has scored eight
touchdowns for 48 points, two
more than Hill.
No other new leaders showed
up last week, but New Mexico's
Emilio Vallez bopped into contention in the hotly:contested pass
receiving category. He grabbed
17 aerials against the Univet•sity

310
238
R'seb'rough, ABU 142
Gehrke, Utah
163
Lyons, BYU
104
Stanford, BYU
107
ll3
Bookert, UNM
Erdhaus, BYU
99
Mnlone, ABU
107

***

NM Gridders See
Heovy Workouts
The New Mexico football team
went through a heavy workout
Wednesday afternoon in preparation for its Western Athletic
Conference contest against Arizona in Tucson Saturday.
The Lobos 1tad a pass scrimmage and did a lot of work on
their kicking game Wednesday
afternoon. The pass scrimmage
was to aid both the offensive and
defensive units.
The nation's top pass-receiver,
injured Ace Hendricks, had a very
gingerly workout and "did only
what he could.'' Fullback Rick
Degulis, also hurt, had a light
afternoon's work.
They are the only two players
ih doubt of playing in the clash
with Arizona. New Mexico Coach
Bill Weeks says he will not know
until Saturday whether or not
they will be able to play.
Defensive back Joe Presente
and flanker Bob Fowler went "fuli
steam at practice" and will be in
shape for the Saturday night contest.
The Lobos will leave for Tucson Friday afternoon and have
a workout before the game. They
will return to Albuquerque at approximately noon on Sunday.

DlOllu.O··

-237
25
-24
172
116
191
469
-12
429

1663
1297
866
619
699
298
11
472
0

1416
1322
831
798
715
484
480
460
429

Att. Gain Loss Net

Anderson, ASU
Bookcrt, UNM
Malone, ASU

131
110
107
107
96
79
57
48
37
39

Wyo.

Smith, Utah

Edmonds, Ariz.

Williams, Wyo.
Molnar, Utah
Hawkins, BYU
Wakley, BYU

831
499
462
419
362
277
246
210
182
180

19

30

21
22
31
26
5
4
2
3

812
469
429
397
331
261
240
206
180
177

PASSING

Player

Comp.Att.

Had
Pet. Int. Yds.

Stone, UNM
121>-263 .479 13 1663
Toscano, Wyo.
91-172 .529 7 1297
R'scb'rough. ASU 57-128 .445 15 855
Gehrke, Utah
48-103 .466
9 619
Lyons, BYU
40-78
.513 3
699
Reed, Ariz.
36-101 ,356 10 457
San!ord, BYU
29·65
.446 2
293
Collins, Utah
21-37
.567 2
279
Lee, Ariz.
25-59
.423 2
268
Player

PASS RECEIVING
No. Yds. Avg.

Hendricks, UNM
Vallez, UNM
Odle, BYU
Boyette, BYU
HuCY, Wyo.
Lindsey, Wyo.
Lyer, ASU
Hill, ASU
Andrews, Utah

52
49
46
34
30
29

27
2G

20
16

Fowler. UNM

The Juggler, while not commun- Jim Hinton, KDEF new11 director,
· istic, aupversive, or pornographic, asserted on his "Insight '6'7" pro~ is "sophomoric" i\nd "smackingly gram.
• juvenile," an Albuquerque radio
Hinton's program was a renewscaster said yesterday.
sponse to what he called "some. T)].e · UNM humor magazine t:liing of public interest that has
··,"has draw.n t!nwarranted public- gotten out of band."
,ity arid d9e~ 110t ,justify the terms
He · called critical statements
used by some critici\1 elements," · claiming that The Juggler's con-

831
690
587
435
603
437
461
420
231

208

16.0
12.0
12.8
12.8
16.8
16.1
17.1
16.2
11.6
18.0
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tents were subversive merely a
"tempest in a teapot." .
A veteran of ten years in radio
journalism, Hinton said in a Lobo
interview la;;t night that criticism
of The Juggler compares with
charges made during the Meearthy era of the 1950's.
1'The little magazine is in parts

FOR SA.LE
'64 MGB convertible. Lots of extras. Cull
242-5333 after six or all day Sat, & Sun.
Must sell. $1450. 11/1, 2, 3,6.
1958 FORD V-8. Automatic transmission,
power steering & brakes. Good condition. $396.00. Call nfter 6 p.m. 242-5550.
11/1, 2, 3, 6.
1066 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE convertible;

Excellent condition. New tires, white
walls, radio & heater. Good top & many
extras. See and mal<e offer, Phone 2981636. 11/1. 2, 3, 6.
DRAFTING SET, like new. Complete outfit, inc]uding T·Snuu.re~ triangles. etc.
Call 296-4402, 11/2.

1966 RABBIT Scooter. Excellent condition.
$200.00. Phone 243-4640.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, ali
makes. 20 Jlercent discount with this nd.
Free pickup and delivery, Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coni SE, Phone
243-0588.

WANTED: Typing, Tenn papers, theses,
dissertations. References. Phone 242-2495.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTEHS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS, If we
don't have them, then you don•t want
them. Send Cor samples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Co!Cnx, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED bread 7 Distribute Psychedelic POS·
ters, etc. Write to The Joyce Co. Ltd.,
~34 Bay St., San Francisco, Cali!. 94109
6

LOST •••

SOUTHWEST
EllCTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW . • .,.,..... 247..S219
'

•
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HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitatlons
end All Paper Goads
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums In For 1967
3501 Lomas N.E.

'.
'

255-4989

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEL

"POUNDS YOU DIDN'T NEED" , • ,
That can happen with the help af
APPEASE-the new aid to appetite
control irl weight reduction. Just dissalve one delicious refreshing AP·
PEASE Tablet In your mauth before
each meal. You'll eat less, yet be
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1 inch?

'

D 1% inches?
'

You'll hear some people
say there shouldn't be
any head at all. They say
phooey on the
foam .•. where's
the beer?
They shouldn't.
Anyway, not
when the beer is
Beechwood Aged Bude!l.
Budweiser is brewed
so it will kick up a good

A WORLD OF BEAUTY,
SENSUALITY and REPULSION!

11t DARE YOU TO SE£

NEW MEXICO LOBO

, BY WAL'l'.ER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service

I

How about foam
on your beer.?
D

5 Projects Listed

In Stud·ent Demonstration·s

••

none?

A petition and a rally supporting Dow Chemical Corp's right
to recruit on campus are planned
. for next week by the UNM Young
Republicans.
"At least 80 per cent of the

NSA --0-ppose~s Police· Action

Albuquerque, New Mexico

WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
unrestrained and brutal use · of
police to disperse campus demonstrations may be the cause of the
most serious crisis higher education 'has ·faced in this century,
says Ed Schwartz, president of
·the National Student Association.
Schwartz predicted this week
_that at least .25 major •protests
..will he held this year on college
campuses across the country, and
he warned college administrators
·against calling the cops.
N'SA will "support and assist

'

student strikes growing out of
the unwarranted use of police to
bludgeon student demonstrators;''
Schwartz said.
His remarks came in the wake
of major student strikes at the
University of Wisconsin and
Brooklyn College, In both cases,
the strikes were called after police were ordered onto the campuses to break up student demonstrations. Police also broke up a
demonstration at Princeton University last week.
The initial demonstrations at
Wisconsin and Brooklyn which
brought in the police were against
unpopular campus recruiters. "In-

IIIIIIIIIDIIIIHHDimmiRDIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIUIIRIIIftiiiRIIHimlliiiRIIRIHIIilftllllniiiiDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIRIIIRRIIIIHIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHIIDHIIIIIIIRIHIIII
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head of foam. Those little
bubbles add to the taste,- .
the smoothness, and the
drinkability. So.
pour your Bud
with . about an
inch-and-a-half
collar.Two inches
if it's a tall glass.
Now let the foam tickle
your nose .•. and your
taste. That's the answer.

"
"
'

:win :rickets to See
~)1·nfly WilliCims~Henry Mancini

''

"

·oo YoliLove'Thel••obo?

.. _,, ..

mildly funny, in po:rtions in very
bad. taste, but mostly it smacks
of the juvenile," Hinton said. He
called this an analysis, not a
criticism.
Editor Rob Burton's contribution to journalism is no more ridiculous than a recent column by
Drew Pearson declaring that California Governor Ronald Reagan's
administration was. loaded with
homosexuals, he said.
"I think that if you are going
to criticize Burton you should at
le11st be fair," Hinton said.
The inside back page with a
banner saying "LBJ is a ScumSucking Capitalist Pig," is a satire on the new left which makes
some sort of a point, but at a fearful price, said Hinton.
His radio program poirtted out
that the freedom of the press
claimed by journalists also bears
responsibility to be accurate, and
report all the facts, not just those
pleasing to the editor.
"The publication failed to do
this (report accurately) rather
miserably in a not-very-funny
cartoon strip entitled "Captain
4-Q in VietNam," Hinton said.
"If the. facts were accurate
.they, must have been quoted from
the gospel of Ho Chi Minh," he
added.
The magazine failed misel'ably
in its attempts to create satire,
Hinton said. "We older 're'aders
viewing the report of college stu-

dents to attain satire and failing,
can· only smile, shake our heads,
click our tongues, and mumble
'what's it all coming to?' "
One older person who wasn't
mumbling was Student Publications Business Supervisor Richard Pfaff. He said The Juggler
has sold at least 2200 copies and
made $280 in sales.
"The magazine was distributed
widely over town, in bookstores,
drugstores, and barbershops,"
Pfaff said,
Advertisers haven't complained, he said. A few have asked if
he thought the exposure would
hurt them and he said he doubted it.
.q"/}.•'.,'"lf exposure is what they wanted, tl:)ey got it," he said.
"This may be the shot in the
arm that Burton needs to get
his magazine going," Pfaff said.
"It sure has helped sales.''
The business supervisor also
added that his office has had no
complaints over the telephone or
by mail. The only ones Pfaff has
heard about were those registered
with Dr. William Huber, chairman
of Student Publications Board.
Huber announced that the
Board will take up four formal
complaints, including one from
the American Legion, at its regular meeting, Monday, Nov. 61 at
'7 :30 p.m., to decide if the complaints justify a formal hearing.

YRs Plan Petition, Rally
Supporting Dow's Rights

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PRJ~~··
IDENT John Thorson spoke yesterday in the new campus free-,speech
area on the· Union Mall. The open
discussion se5sion was led by streakers from Students for a Democratic
Society. Other campus groups and individual speakers are expected to use
· the microphones and loud-spealters
which will be set up regularly
the bell tower. Estimates of the size
of the ci;'Owd varied yesterday from
"400 to '15. (Photo by Pawley).

UNIVERSITY DRUGS

0
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247·0836

2132 Central Ave. S.E.

IN COLOR

· ·oo YouHafeTheLobo?
Could You Care Less About The Lobo?
(Have you ever heard ofThe Lobo?)
~
Write in '75 words or less your thoughts or feelings about any
of these subjects and you can win tickets to the Williams-Mancini ~
concert, Wednesday, Nov. 8, or one of 25 albums by the two§
performers.
e

formation we have received during the past few days indi~tes
protests against campus .recruiters will not end with Brooklyn
and Wisconsin .....:. · t h e-:y will
spread," Schwartz said.
"The reckless use of ~olice on
campuses last week' has merely
highlighted the lack of concern
that administrators feel toward
students and has lent new. urgency fo1· our drive to encourage student power on campuses," he
added •
He predicted that a confronta·
tion between. Central Intelligence
Agency recruiters and demonstrators may occur at Brandeis
between now and mid-November.
He also mentioned Fordham, Chicago, Michigan, Wayne State, the
City College of New York, and
Oberlin as institutions where
major student protests may take
place.
A group of UNM students have
formed a Committee against Dow
and Napalm and ~Ian demonstrations against recruiters from the
Dow Chemical Co., manufacturers
of napalm, on Tuesday and Wed·
nesday of next week.
. Schwartz announced that NSA
is sending a list of guidelines to
student governments across the
country to be used when confrontations are expected on their campuses. Demonstrations reach seri(Continued on page 8)

Regents Will Get

Plans on Building
Plans for several building projects will be presented to the
UNM Regents at their meeting
Saturday morning.
Projects under consideration include a new building for the law
school, a mathematics laboratory "
for Instruction involving computer consoles, a new educational ·
television studio building, housing for a new boiler for t:he central heating plant, and a dormi·
tory-dining hall complex.
A proposed . Ph.D•. program in
business administration also will
be presented to the Regents.
The meeting i13 scheduled for
9:30 a.m. in Room 250-C of the
Union.

students oppose what the Committee Against Dow and Napalm
is seeking to do to the men from
Dow," Mike Kunikis, YR president, said last night. "We want
to show the extreme left that
they must stop threatening other
students and telling us who we
may talk tol' he said.
Kunikis asserted, "We will not
take any orders- from these people-period."
.
.
The petition will be circulated
Monday and Tuesday for sig'l{~»
tures and will then be presented
to University officials to show
that most students do not support
the protestors, Kunikis said.
The rally is planned for Tuesday morning the same time as the
protest.
liHIIIIHtliHIIIIIUIIUIIIIHIOOIIIIIIIIIIIIIImii iUIIBIHIIIIHIIftii iUIIUIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIVIIIIIIIII

Correction
Students may register for the
non-credit course, "Ideas of World
Order," to be taught by UNM history professor W. Warren Wagar,
by calling the lnternational Center from 4:30 to 9 p.m. on weekdays and all day Saturday. The
!-Center's telephone number was
incorrectly listed in The Lobo;
the correct number is 2'1'7-2946.
llllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiii--UIIIUI-

Down Law School 7-0

Independent Mother Corey's Chickens
Win Intramural Flag Football Crown
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Mother Carey's Chickens, an
independent team, captured the
intramural flag football title yesterday in a scuffle-marred '7-0 victory over the Law School.
The victory marked the end of
long-standing Greek domination
in intramural football competition.
Sigma Chi fraternity, Greek
organization champions, defeated
Chiracahua, dorm league cham-

pions from Coronado Hall, 19-0 in
the consolation game.
The Chickens, comprised of aev~
eral ex-all-state high school football players and various unattached UNM students, scored the
lone touchdown of the game on a
25-yard pass . pla:y from Tom
Tesche to Jack Olive. .
. .
Tesche. hit Olive in the flat on
a, third-do~ and short-yardage
play late. m the second half.
(Continued on page 8)
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CONTEST RULES
1. Open to UNM students only.
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Budweiser.
•.. best reason in the world to drink beer ··.·:.:". : : ·:
••
'

Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year·
$2.25 per semester

I

-·'

ANHEUSER·BUSCJI, INC, • ST.LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON
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·:Juggler Not Red, But Juvenile, Says News.,man

satlslled.
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11/1,2,3,6.

RUSHING

Player

Kiick~

$85 utilities paid. 256-7842 after 6 p,m,

Plays Ruah :Pass Tot&!

Toscano, Wyo.

t'
f'

.

TOTAL OFFENSE

Stone, UNM

EDITOR
NOOLEY REINHEARDT

1

WANT ADS

Player

B
0

. .

· ·
·
h,
Cl·._··· ! 1 I:can•t:p~~s!as WellasMarcl'
Sout ern· · a, 11 .1 1Reed·
•
....... 1 , •
' 0 • J ' Simpson,
·
or ""..
nruce • L ee I'm ·not· ..
. .
forn~a's :eluxea~~~~t~~tt~~:~r.bt: fast as the other h'alfbacks and
ly sigtne tatend Utah ''But his I'm too small to beat out our
tent t o didn't
a n sign it· so it was regu
· 1ar 1'1neb ackers ." Sound. like
pare~.s d' , Ute Coach Mike a fifth-string reserve at Ar1zona
G~~di~;s m~~bappily reminisces, "crying about 'his lack of p~ysical
"~he next day USC had co~n,e~ed . ~biUty~ Not.. rt all, ~t:s hJUSi: a
· t
·ng ba~k to J\lmor matter-of-fact reason w Y en
of Texas at El Paso to boun\l,into h'
second place b~hind teammate c~~eg~ f~r ~~other year arid the~ · 8arnoski t~rned to plhce-~icking
for the Wildcats.
Ace Hendricks, li2 cfttcbes to 49. to Southern Cal.''
Brigham Young's Phil Odie, th~J
"Wyoming," says Frank Kush,
defendipg conference champion
Arizona
State football coach, "is
and career rc;Jcord-holder, has 46
the
quickest
overall football team
grab:;; in one less game.
I've
ever
seen."
Other leaders are . 'rerry Stone
CLASSIFIED ADVER'l'ISING RATES:
of New Mexico in total offense 4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2,00. Insertions i======-·be submitted by noon on day be~or~
and passing, Wyoming's Jerry must
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
DePoyster in punting and Vic tiona Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
and CLEANING
"
Washington in punt returns, New 277-4102.
Coin·cp DIY·CI6onin;;
FOR RENT
Mexico's J o.e Casas in kickoff reand Laur~dry
turns, and Arizona State's Wes FURNISHED efficiency apartments. New·
Open 8 AM·;. 8 PM
Jy
decorated.
near
UNM.
Tropical
Arms,
Plummer in pass interceptions.
512 Ortiz SE. Under new management.
Counselor Always' on Outy

Tabbed Fast 'Mini-Fullback'
.

---~-------------------~-·--·
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2. One entry per student.
3 l!lntrlos must be l'<!<:elved nt r.obo office by 2 p.m., Sundny, Nov, 5•
4, No members o£ Studcmt Publtcntions stAtTs eligible.
6. Entries wlll be .i<tdgcd by Lobo staJI'.
G Best three cntrle!J will r<!Cclv!! two tickets each to Wllllnms-Manclnl <!Dncert,
University Arena, W cdnesday, Nov. 8, Next 25 entries will receive Will!nnts or
Mancini record albums.
7, Wlnllel'!l will be announced in The Lobo MondnY, Nov. G.
a. Pri~es must bo claimed nt Student PublicntloM plllline!Jg office (Journnllsm
nullillng) b;v 4 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 8. Unclaimed lmzes will be loddted.

BEATING THE RUSH in yesterday's intramural ftag football championship game is an unidentified Law School punter. Mother Carey's
Chickens, the first non-Greek team to win the ftag

football title in years, tripped the Lnw School 7·0
in a bruising contest. Sigma Chi beat Coronado

Chiracahua 19-0 in the consolation game.
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By CRAIG GUEST
•I
iJ The UNM School of Business
~ will sponsor_ a confere-nce _at the
~ Western .Skies Motel Nov. 10-11,
~ which may have national impact
~ on the future of business admin;· istrat1on
.
. A mencan
.
educat'10n m
colleges and universities, Business Dean Howard Finston announced this week.
, UNM President Tom L. PopeD joy will deliver the opening re-. marks for the conference on Fliday morning. Dr. Ferrel Heady,
\$

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIG!-1TER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

academic vice-president, will
speak at a luncheon Friday;
Dr. Daniel Slate, who is head
of the operation and environment
division and who came to UNM
this year from the department
of industrial administration and
marketing at the University of
Illinois, is handling the conference.
The ninth annual MountainPlains Management Conference
will be divided into two main
parts with the first day devoted
to cross-cultUl·al matters concerning New Mexico and the Southwest, and the second day covering
matters of national interest, Dr.
Slate said.
The Friday talks will be divided into three sessions covering management education in
Latin
Amelica,
comparative
management education in Europe

FALL SAFETY SPECIAL
Clean Oil Br11alher
Cap
Check Air Cleaner
Pre5Sure Test· Radiator
• Tires
Cap
_;Jt;l>eck All Tires
· Test Radiator Hoses
Inspect Shock
ond fan Belt
Absorbers & Exhaust
Check and Test Battery
Synem
'C•:l:....,. ~ Pack Front Wheel
Clean and Inspect
Battery Cables
Bearings
Check Windshield
Inspect Brakes
Washer Fluid
Check Master Brake
Inspect Wlper Blades
Cylind11r
and Arms
Check PCV System
BLANKET
Check All Ughts
THIS OFFER EXPIRES ON DEC. 1, 1967
Oil Change - Super
Shell Molar Oil
Lubrication ar Rotate

,.

'

'

'•

by BIBB

UNIVERSITY SHELL

72" X 90"

with Fall Safety Speci~l
All This for Only $9.75
·General Tires

842-9148

OPEN 24. HOIJRS . Gold Bond Stamps

Bar & Restaurant
', 1720 Central Ave. SE
(acro5S from the University)

CASA lUNA

We Make Your Date Special
Want t!l impress an "extra-special" date?This is the place ... your favorite drink
and our pleasant atmosphere, our goodtasting food all lend themselves to an
evening of extra-special enjoyment.

POTTERY VILLAGE

.

;.

:
•
•

~ Raymond Jonson, gallery direc·tor and UNM professor emeritus
of .art, views the show as one of
the most important planned for
the opening season.
"The years covered by Garman's exhibit reveal his emergence from an early period, of
f1•ee design arrangements of
shape, color and movement, into
his currently highly organized
works," Jonson said. "These are
based- on established structure
emphasing order and balance with

:~
•
•
:
:
:

al,
and Mrizontal·
planes."
concern
for the vertical,
diagonGarman's most recent works
have been entitled "Variations of
a Structure.''
Included in the show will be
two oils from. the UNM perman-
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:
•
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SPAGHETTI.:·. :·:
SPECIAL
Every Wednesday
First Person $1.40
Each Additional
in Group $.65

CALL

177-He\P Wanted
.

AIGES.
DVANT~
·
A

pLUS
.
,
a- Challenging Career.,
towing· ..

~tentia\ ln g
T Growth 1:":- •
·

POTTERY
VILLAGE
Rodan's "The Thinker"
Heights: 9V3, 12, and 15 inches
,i

Antiquate~ Bronze Finish

-Store No. 1...;,1441A tubank N.E.-Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
Store No. 2-1720-A Bridge Sr•. S.W.-GoH Plaza Center
Store No. 3--4210 4th St. N.W.
Store No. 4-3901 Central Ave. N.E.
Ample. Free ·rarklng at All Stores.
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SALT RIVER PROJECT
·P.o. BOX 1980 "''
~..,,.)
PHOENIX, ARIZON~. ,
85001 '

•
•
•
•

Supplying .Power
to _.the Space Industry

•

Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

Hamburg•r

TUESDAV & TIIIJRSDAV

with F.F.

11 A.M. • 9:30 P.M.

55¢ .

~
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CATERING- TAKE 0~1
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Contact your Placement Office
for Interview Dates or Write:

"Buddha11
Height: 8 inches
Antiquated Green Bronze
Finish

NOW 4 STORES

liSten.
to KUNM
.......

c

Thin ICingabout a place to go for
purchases of replicas of
authentic early Renais•
sance and other types of
sculpture . . . try ·

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY

o:t>::

IVER pROJECT
R
SALT

..

_'\,-1

The Most Rev. J, K. A. Aggey,
O.O.N., the first native archbishop of Nigeria, :
.. wants to talk ,
• with UNM stu- '
dents on an informal basis du- ,
ring his visit
Sunday, Nov. 5,
to the Newman
Center.
The archbishop,
of the archdiocese of Lagos,
Nigeria, in west Africa is on a
tour of the United States,
Accompanied by Father Richard
Butler,
and Brother Stephen
Lucas, O.P., the archbishop will
deliver the sermon at all the Newman. Center masses Sunday.
··
The Rev. Aggey has an active
interest 'in ecumenism a"rid in the
response of Christianity to the
problems of the world's under·
d~ped nations.

242-8413

··

No Carrying Charges on Lay-Aways

Three Clergymen
, Want U. Audience

FOR OVER 14 YEARS

For

PRICED FROM $1.00 TO $4.00

••
.,

SERVING YOU, THE LOBOS,

.

OTHING OVER $4oo--.

•

Serving the Best in Italian Cuisine
Specially Prepared with our
Home Recipes

Ofiers You

BERMUDAS---S·URFERS---SHORTS---SKIRTS
Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Siack Suits

; On U.S. Tour

11 AM-9 PM

FREE DELIVERY
STARTING AT 5 PM

f.'fll

r

~daily.

.

-·•...-.":',,-

Pau&Hei S

_. _A .forme; Al~uque.rquean resid- e~t collection done in 194~ and
}ng m ·~a~iforma Will ,return for 1943
·
Johson Gallery~s opening has
-the .exh1b1t; of .his. ~aintings as
t?e opener of Jonson· A'l't•Gallery. , .beenr delaye~ by the construction
:· · Ed .G~rman's show; containing of additioiJ~l storerooms _and
.works from. the '~0.$,. '50s, and the chapgf)s completed in the studio
cCUl'i'ilnt decade, . WlU :OJ?en at 3
and Office, . ,
Jl;nr. Sunday,
Director Jonson said that 480
• The artist will be at the gallery square feet of additional storage
~'With Mrs. Garman until 6 p.m. had been provided by the work.
;·Su~day. Thereafter, through Nov.
There is no charge for visiting
24, ,the galle1·y, 1909 Las Lomas the gallery and all residents are
.Road NE, will observe regular urged ~o see the show and meet
,Jtours from. noon until 6 p.m. :-th=e=a=rt=J=st=.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,

Across from Campus

2004 Central SE

Director Reports
Concert Sales Up
Tickets are going fast for the ·
Andy Williams-Henry Mancini
concert at University Arena Nov.
8, Ken Gattas, university ,program
director, reports ..
Composer-arranger
Mancini, · the winner of several awards for
such movie and television scores
as "The Pink Panther" and "Peter Gunn," will open the program
with his 40-piece touring orchestra.
The bandleader will double on
piano ~nd flute in a selection to
include "Baby Elephant Walk,"
"Days of Wine and Roses," and
his new "Portraits of the Beatles.''
The band will be joined by Williams for "Danny Boy''> "Stranger in the Night", and his new release, "Bom Free.''
Billed as one of. Columbia Records' highest-paid performers,
Williams has been in show business all his life. He began with
the Williams Broth~rs group and
progressed to his own weekly
televsion show for the last five
years.
Tickets for the 8:16 performance are still on sale in the Con•
cert Hall box office and are $6,
$5, and $3 for the public and $5,
$4, and $2 for UNM students.

. Ex-Aibuquerquean 1s _Show
,Will Operl Jonson Gallery

n

2720 Central S.E.

OKIE JOE'S

,_ .

and the U.S., and management education in American sub-cultures.
The fourth and final session
Saturday will focus on anticipated
programs and m;ganizations of
future colleges of busjnE;SS ~d
ministration. Discussion: lJerio.ds
will follow ea(lh of the ·S(l~eduled
sessions.
,
;;
Every bus1ness admini~t;ation
dean or department head m the
nation has b11en invited and
"everyone will be looking fo:J."ward to hearing the speech of
one of the nation's foremost authorities on business education,
Dr. Joseph W. McGuire, dean of
business at the University of
Kansas and visiting professor at
Carnegie Institute," Dr. Slate
said.
McGuire will speak on future
programs of colleges of business
administration. "He will use his
experience and background to
forecast academic and research
activities for all colleges and
university business schools in the
nation," Dr. Slate said,
Dr. James S. Schindler, dean of
business administration at the
University of New York at Buf- _;falo,, will speak on possible cri- terla for the evaluation of future
colleges of business administration.
Litterer to Speak
Dr. Slate said Dr. Joseph A.
Litterer, a business administration professor at the University
of Illinois and known nationally
for his business administration
textbooks, will give the final

Eel Garman to Appear

. istratio~ is becominJt ~ore so».histicated with sue~ thmgs as mCl'eased matheinat1cs, computel'S,
and statistics. The field <lS als.o
becoming more important to varispeech on organb:ational changes ous aspects of our society, such
in future colleges .of busines:l ad- as religion and. schools.,.Tpe·.w}}ole
area' is tnldng a new look/~ he
ministration. .
said.
, . _. .
· "Litterer's talk will be of na' .. .,
. tional importance in that he will
forecast the organ~zational' ar- : .
· rangemerits .for. the futuU pro- · ·
gra1n$ which McGuire. ~p' have
· ·mentioned. He ,Will shoi" ,how
· 'these organizitioria:t · cha~gJs will
affect American colleges ahd. universities," Dr. Slat~ said. :
'Metamorphosis Cited
Dr. Slate said the change to be
covered in the conference developed due to the recent begin·
nings of a nation-wide metamorphosis in business-administration
education. He added that the time
for change has arrived since "business management and admin-

!Business Administrators to
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FRIDAY &- SATURDAY
11 A.M. • 12 f'.M.
5~fro~Y. ~:3o P.r.i.

: All Sa.;:'l'cht*
··

French Fri..

CI.OSEO· MONDAY

i ~og"v;tE oLvo., s.£~247·1579

The Largest Selection in. the Southwest
Also deals in garden, dinner and other types of art ware
3600 Central Ave. SE
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Matthew Thornton had signed his name
with the Scripto Reading Pen, he'd be remembered today.
S<;ripto's new Reading Pen makes what you write eas·
ierto read; That's why Scripto.callsit the ,ReadingPen.
It's a new l'iber·Tip pen that writes clear lind bold.
Not a fountain pen, not a ball-point, this is an entirely

new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-Tip. Get there·
fillable lteading Pen for $1. Refills come in 12 colors.
Available in a non-refillable modelfor 39¢. Write with
Scripto's new Reading Pen. You•n· be remembered.

New fiber tip
from

~
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Published .Monday, Wedn~ay, 'ThU!'Sdl!.Y and Fridl!.y of the regular Umversit:v year by the
Student Publications Board of the Assoeiated Students of tbe Um,·ersity of New Mexico
Second dass postage paid at Albuquerq,e, New .1\lexieo. Printed by the Umversity Printing Plant. Subscription rate: $4.50 for the school year, p,.yab)e in 11dva,nce. All editorials
and signed colUDlnir express the >iews of the wnter and 'DOt necessarilY those oi the Stu·
dent Publications Board or of the University.

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Chuck Noland
Managing Editor ------------------------------- Melissa Howard
Business Manager ··--··--··-------··--·---··-----··----·--- Richard Pfaff
Morning Editor ------------------------------- Evelyn Alexander
Sports Editor --------------------------------- Nooley Reinheardt
City Editor ---------------------------·------------- Rob Burton
Cartoonist -------------------------.. --------------- Frank Jacome
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Pub Board to Judge
The Juggler's Taste
The Juggler controyersy is bubbling on, and to a larger
degree off, campus. Some of the local news media have apparently decided to capitalize on it, for reasons only they
know. Yet in all the play the story has been given, the issues
at the core of the matter have been curiously overlooked.
The views of the principals have probably been heard
enough for their own sakes, As Monday and the Publications
Board meeting draw near it is perhaps time to distill the
e8'3ence from the mass of charges and countercharges.
l\Iichael O'Donnell, who started the row, and the American
Legion have charged that the publication is communistic
in its slant. This may or may not be true. For practical purposes it is irrelevant.
O'Donnell says he doesn't want his activity-fee money
used to support a publication of The Juggler's alleged ilk.
Now he's getting warmer.
He says he wouldn't object to his money' being used for
the magazine if it were funny and in good taste. And here
we finally approach the issue.
It is largely immaterial whether the magazine's content
is communistic, fascistic, or even middle-of-the-road. The
question is whether it violates the guidelines drawn in pub
board documents and evidenced in its precedents.
"' The pub board statement of policy says "The board ••.
shall hold the editors and business managers responsible to
itself for the execution of the policies of the board ·and file
contents of the publications." Elsewhere it states: ''St~i1d
ards of 'good taste' shall be adhered to in aU phases of publication."
Nowhere does any board document say that the political
slant of any publication shall be criterion of acceptability.
Neither does any document say that the merits of student
subsidies for the publications shall be grounds for a complaint. While an irate student may be moved to complain
about the content because his money is helping pay for it,
the acceptability of the content must be the substance of
the complaint.
•. The essence of the protests filed so far is the "good taste,H
or lack of it, displayed in The Juggler. Both O'Donnell's and
the Legion's public charges have missed this point; they
protest the symptoms, not the alleged disease.
To O'Donnell and the Legion communism is obviously
more than a case of poor taste. Yet for practical purposes
both of them must call what they see as communism just
that-poor taste. Otherwise there is no case. under present
board policy.
O'Donnell put it well the other day: "I don't mind spending my money to support a humor magazine, so long as it's
. . in good taste."
Unless other charges are filed, that question-none other
-will be at issue when pub board decides Monday whether
to hold a formal hearing.

...
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Than North, Reporter Says
By DAVID LLOYD-JONES
Collegiate Press Service
STRONG, Ark.-It is a truism
of journalisn1 that a reporter can
only report his own reaction to
events and people. This is especially true in the rural South.
To spend a week in Arkansas
and three days in this village
near the Louisiana border does
not enable a reporter to tell what
these places are like or how the
people think. He can only describe, with whatever objectivity
he can summon, the people's reaction to a long-haired stranger
who drives a car with 1\fississippi
;plates and speaks with a strange
accent.
Normal Logic Lost
And what objectivity one can
manage is problematical. To visit
and talk with the people of a
small Southern town is an e..'\.'];lerience which forces one to suspend
normal logics, to don new thought
processes. The two policemen I
encountered both waved guns at
me in the course of ordinary conversation, and it was not untU I
had returned to the comparative
norn1ality of Little Rock that I
noticed there was something odd
about the fact. In the surrealistic
ambience of rural Arkansas, it is
not odd, shocking, or even frightening. Until I returned to the outside world I forgot that the ;purpose of an "equalizer" is to shoot
people.
Children of both :races have one
characteristic they share with all
Americans, but carry perhaps to
extremes in the South-the desire
to always give the response desired, in word, deed, and expression.
Children Reflect Attitude
A white 13-year-old will tell a
racist joke with a wide grin on
his face, then switch to decrying
the attitudes of the people he
heard it from when he detects
one does not think it funny. A
black 14-year-old will e>.'];llore the
ridiculous in telling how much
progress is being made, how good
the white folks are, and how his
fellow blacks cannot be trusted
without white supervision. Significantly, the white child in question could adjust instantly to my
disapproval, "While it did not penetrate to the black one.
With adult Afro-Americans I
always had two conversations.
The first is the introductory one
in which I was assured. of their
good will, lack of ambition, trust
in the white man, and confidence
in the future. Rap Brown is
equated with the Klansman, and
I was duly thanked for having
·passed the Civil Rights Act.
Negro School "As Good"
After a while I made the transition to a second conversation. In
one ease this happened as I was
leaving after a pointless 20 minutes with the vice-principal of a
black school. He had reassured
me that as a guidance teacher he
took no steps to encourage integration, and was not at all worried by the inferiority of the
equipment at his school.
"Ah ain't seen every school in
Arkansas, but I guess we is as
good of as . any black school.
Course tbe white schools is better
evecywhere, but that's just the
way things is," he told me.
As I got to the door, his tone
changed a little, from deferential
to plaintive: "Do you thing things
will always be like this? What is
happening in Washington? Will
the federal government ever do
anything?"
Civil Rights Action Cools
1 answered as truthfully as I

APTe;R(x. A WINGL6~5
13ti<D wm-1 HAIR'(

could-since I'm new to the U.S. ''I seen lotsa niggers and they all ·
-that I expect civil rights en- smell. Right?" Half a dozen hig4 ..
forcement to slow down because schoolers with him nod their adof the coming election year, and miration of his performance and,
that I think the principal s.up- lie rambles on. "St;amp out all
porters of civil rights are a tmy, · 'psychedeeeelic d r u g s. Right?
Bomb all those little yellow baspowerless minority,
I met many Negroes, including tards. Right?"
the man whose wife is a cleaner Boozy Babbitts Spread Racism
at Arkansas Light and Power:
f h
with a year of college she gets · By this time some o ,t e CUS-'' •·
$1.lS an hour for a job at which • tomers are enjoying the lo~~Ss odf ;· ·
white men are paid $2.45. The 16- amazement on our faces.
en ·
h't
all the hippies to Veeyetnam.
h
1
year-old who failed at t e w e Right?" The rather mousy waitschool and returned to the black
one becauae he had not been pre- ress whispers to the profess9r ,.
pal·~d for algebra. The angry with me, "Yes, start throwing a·
parent who accuses the black few flowers around and the war . · ·
teachers of sabotaging integra- would soon be over.'' But she
tion because they don't have the doesn't really have any conviction .
qualifications to match the whites. in her voice. She's just trying to ·· · ·
·
· ·
talk up our tip. Eventually the ·
The youngster plannmg on JOm- kids leave to be replaced by three
ing the service because he knows boozy Babbitts with wives in cockthat is the only place he'll get
mechanic's credentials.
tail dresses - spreading another
These are all second selves, oppressive cloud of shouting, els;\-•mbols of the schizoph1·enia ra- bowing, alcoholic breath, and racism, behind the smiles and the cism.
well-lubricated traditions of the
These, despite their blue suits
and ties, are the characters Fanblack.
on would recognize as colonials,
the administrators of the farWhites Are "Paranoid"
For the white the correspond- flung empire of Manhattan: lacking mental set is paranoia. For ing the grace, manners, and oshe knows his society is crumbling, tensible liberalism that would
despite the radio programs that take them to the head offices in
tell him otherwise. Yet there is the north, they stay as salesmen,
enough decency in his tradition errand runners, paper shufflers,
to tell him that the offerings of helping the dollar on its route to
the liberal society that would sup- the larger, richer world.
plant his own are rotten and corAs much as the unorganized
rupt.
working white or the semi-liter"We've never had a Detroit in ate black, the Southern bourgeois
the South" is a ready answer to is a man de-natured: short-sightall questions. And while it is ir- ed, demoralized, and uncultured
relevant, it is nevertheless true- because the information content
and evidence to the Southerner of his life is false. His .pretended
that the lawyers, agitators, and independence is made otiose by .
journalists who question him so the direction of his world by the ·
impudently have nothing to offer Northern economics, the temper
him as they tear down his world. of the times, the mysteries .of
South's Graee"Corrupted"
progress emanating from elseThe ancient grace of the South where. Empires are great fun to
is now corrupted. Hospitality is be at the center of, but to accept
a. sbot of bourbon from a bottle their mythology and be struck
under the counter, and erudition serving them in Little Rock is as
is the well-memorized catalogue dehumanizing as working in the
of Northern ills. The ancient Burmese police.
trusts, the business done with a
handshake, give way to the finance companies and the modern
corporate legalisms. Noblesse
oblige has lost the Churchillian
ability to recognise that the trade
union consists of real fleople with
Eighty UNM students will leave
real concerns. The surface de- today
for a three-day Residence
cency that was possible when the Hall Council
retreat at the D. H.
niggers knew their place crumLawrence
Ranch
north of Taos.
bles when black men ask for jusThe
retreat
will
focus on probtice instead of charity.
lems,
solutions,
and
future proDespite this catalogue of degrams
for
residence
bali living.
cadence, the South is no worse
and is probably better in most Saturday will be devoted to panel
ways than the North-at least to discussions on residence ball
my eyes, in which progress and leadership and social programs.
Dr. Eunice Hilton, a Denver .
efficiency are not the capital virUniversity
professor who served
tues. The Faulknerian fixation,
the love-hate relationship to the on President Eisenhower's coun- ~
South, infects many there. For cil for study of residence hall livthe poor, the hatred of the land ing, will be the guest speaker at
that has given them so little is the retreat.
Larry Schuster, vice-president
combined with the clinging love
for what little they have. Among of the UNM Residence Hall Counthe well"to-do one hears .passion- cil, 'vill serVe as retreat chairm.an.
ate denunciations of both the racism of the South and the commercial moralities of the North.
South Has Attraction
There is a peculiar attraction
Dr. Preston E. Cloud Jr., nationfor even the outsider to the South.
The conservatism, nay, the ossi- al lecturer for the Society of the
fication can seem at times to Sigma Xi for this academic year,
promise something better than will speak at 8 p.m. Friday in
than the worship of the dynamic, Geology 122.
Dr. Cloud, professor of biogeothe compulsive world of permanent change.
logy at UCLA, will speak on "PreBut then the spell breaks. Sit- cambrian Life and Atmospheric
ting in a busy, successful, anti- Evolution.''
septic Little Rock coffee shop with
This speech will be preceded
acquaintances one night, I and 30 by an informal dinner at 6:30
others in the room heard a 16- p.m. in the Desert Room of the
year-old raving like a man insane. Union.

Students to Attend
Residence Hall Meet

UCLA Professor
To Speak Today

Tt-le:Re~ so MucH
To l..t::AFZ:N ......
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Letters

ry Goodell, New Mexico poet, tomorrow at 8 p.m. in :Rodey
The UNM English department ..
Theater, as part of their poetry
and the Associated Students will
present a poetry reading by Lar- series,

Poetry Reading

I..<:tkr" are weleome, an<!
Bh01lld he no longer thatt 250
words typewritten, doubl<1
apaeed, Name, telephone· number and addr... l't\llSt be lncJ,uded, althongb name will be
mthheld upon requeat.

Use Of Napalm A War Crime

Relevant Quotation

Dear Editor: ,
''·
We are very sorry 'but the
Committee Agailist Dow and Napalm has a very warped ·set of
morals. We con~>ider killing people immoral. We consider the use
of napalm to do it outrageous. As
a matter of fact, we fail to see the
difference between th~: use of gas
on the Jews of Dachau and the
use of napalm OI). the Vietnamese.
Being unable to distinguish between the two we think that if
one is· it' 'Wit1' crime, then so isthe other, therefore the manufacture and use of napalm is a
war crime.
Being thus warped we recognize no freedom to commit war
crimes. We do not pretend to
speak for the entire campus, only
that segment which has a conscience.
Sandra Heide
for the Committee
Against Dow and
Napalm

Dear Editor:
A quotation from theN orth
American Review of 1846 concerning the possibility of going
· to war with Great Britain over
the disputed Oregon territory
seems relevant today.
· "If the careless and unthinking
still speak recklessly about war
it is only because war is not de~
finitely connected in their minds
with any idea of the shedding of
blood . . . The news of a great
victory, of the old-fashioned kind,
attended with the slaughter of
thousands on both sides, instead
of being received with exultation,
as we verily believe, would excite
in their minds only the mingled
feelings of grief, humiliation, and
repentance. Above all, they would
hold to a fearful accountability
the politicians whose policy had
become so deeply stained with
blood."
Richard Miller

Calling U
FRIDAY-CPA Exams; Union 260 A·E;
8 a.m.
N ntionnl Association of Foreign Student Affail'll Conference; Union Theater;
8 n..tn. [ '
N!l! Chapter .American Assoeiation of
Collegiate Registrar. and Admiaaions Offi·
ccrs: Union 231 D·E; 9 a.m,
NAFSA Luncheon; Union N l)allroom;
12 N,
NMCAAORAO Luncheon; Union 139
E&W: l~N.
NAFSA Confcrl!llce; Union Council
Room, 231 A,B,C; 3 p.m.
Sigma Xi: Union 139 E&W; G:30 p.m.
Latin American Desk ; Union 250 C.D;
6:45p.m.
Foreign Film: "The Seventh Seal" ;
Union Theater; 7, 10 'P.m.; students 50c.
Baha'i: Union 231 D, 8 p.m.
Department of Architecture Lecture
Series: John B. Jnckson, "Road Archilcc·
ture 11 ; Kivn ; 8 p.m.
SATURDAY-NMCAAORAO BreakfAst; Union 189 E&W : 7 :80 a.m.

NAFSA; Union Council Room, 263, 231,
A, B. C;S a.m.
.
NMCAARAO Conference; Union 231 D·
E; 8 a.m.
UNM Regents; Union 250-C : 8:30 a.m.
AAUW ; Union Bnllroom; 12 :SO p.m.
Albuquerque Youth Symphony; Concert
Hall; 2 p.m.; Adults $1.60, Children 76c.
Saturdo.y Film Fare: "The Wrong Box":
Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m. UNM students
26c.
Albuquerque Press Club Gridiron Banquet ; Union Bnllroom ; 7 :30 p.m.
UNM Footbnll: LoOO. vs. Univ. of Ari·
zona. Tucson ; Broadcast time 8 p.m.
KDEF.
SUNDAY-Alpha Phi Omega Pledges;
Union 231-B: 5 p.m.
·
Sund,.y Film Fare: "The Wrong Box";
Union Theater: 7, 10 p.m.; UNl'4 stu•
dents 26c.
Phi Sigma Tau Lecture: "Philosophy <>f
Science in 1967"; Union 231-B; 7 :30 p.m.
Combined Lutheran Churches Cantata;
Concert Hall: 8 p.m.; Admission price to

A SHIPWRECKED SAILOR FROM LISLE
SWAM ASHORE TO A TROPICAL ISLE
BUT HE dATHERED HIS WITS
AND SALVAdED SOME SCHLITZ
SO HE WON.T SEND FOR HELP FOR AWHILE•

{JJf_ .

\987 Jo~ Sclllill Brewin~ Co. Milwlubo and o\her tilies.

be: announced~

SALE-ART -PRINTS-POSTERS $t.oo
RECORDS MARKER CHRISTMAS
SALE
PENS
WRAP
ARTISTS
Ferrante & Teicher
Cannonball Adderly
Andy Williams
Charlie Byrd
Ray Charles
Stan Getz
Jimmy Smith
Cal Tjader
Chad & Jeremy
Nat King Cole
Horst Jankowski
Tom Jones
Trini Lopez
The Four Seasons
Chad Mitchell Trio
Dukes of Dixieland
Pete Fountain
AI Hirt
Bert Kaempfert
Thelonius Monk
Sonny &. Cher
Kingston Trio

25c

.r

DISCONTINUED

·sWEAT
SHIRTS

TAPE-WRITERS

LARGE CLASSICAL SELECTION
Mono & Stereo
JAZZ & POPULAR
'

DISCONTINUED
STATIONERY

SALE STARTS
NOV.6
STORE OPENS
8:00A.M.

FE'ATr\ER!£.

.I

Listen to KUNM

$2.50

99(

& up

All Sizes, Long & Short Sleeves

Black, White, Gold, Tan, Blue

$1.98&

up

associated students bookstore

I'

·~----------....-.--.~---------~-~~-~
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~Jaycee Invitational Slated January
The Fifth Annual Albuquerque
Jaycee Invitational indoor track
meet is slated for Jan. 27 with a
host of UNM trackmen expected
to compete.
Another top intel.'national field
of competitors is anticillated for
· the meet that will be a tune-up
for the 19G8 Mexico City summer
Olympics,
It is the only winter meet that
offers the athletes an altitude
similar to the 7300-foot elevation

of the Mexican capital.
The meet will be held in the
bright-red circular track at Tingley Coliseum. Ten laps equal a
mile over the always-fast oval.
Athletes from 18 nations have
watched wodd and American
track records broken and tied in
the yearly affair. More recordsetting performances are ex.pected
in January as the top trackmen
gathel' to test the effects of altitude on their performances.
Twenty-three events have been
scheduled by the Jaycees for their
19G8 edition of the meet. There
are 14 events for men, five for
·women, three for the high schoolers, plus the junior high four-lap
relay. Additional high school
events and women's preliminaries
are scheduled for that morning,

CONCERT HALL

'

t'
I'
t'

The Olympic hopefuls in the
men'~;~ events will be competing in
the GO-yard-dash and 60-yardhigh-hurdles on the dash track
and the 550, GOO, 880, mile, twomile, and mile Telay events on the
banked wood oval track. Field
events include the pole vault, high
jump, long jump, tliple jump, and
shot put,
· Women · will be •competing in
the 60-yard-dash, GO-yard-lowhurdles, 220-yard-run, 880-yardrun and 4-lap relay. High schoolers, running unattached, will
have the .GO-yard-dash finals, 440yard-run and mile .run in the evening, in addition to the other
events in the morning.
A special event this year will
be the Old Timers mile run. This
event is limited to runners 35
years old or over. Trials for this
race will be held Jan. G for all
those interested in the indoor fin-

listen to KUNM

Conferences Improve
!'I don't feel the caliber~of. ..the
Big Ten has diminished. Rathqr,
I think that other institutioJlS,
especially those in the Western
Athletic Conference, have improved their programs to thi!=!' higher
level."-Frank Kush, Aliz<ma
State Football. coach. •
..

27

als. The race will be "a tribute to
those men who believe in :physical
fitness through running."
The Albuquerque Jaycees are
already at work lining u:p talent.

'

''

'

'"'

The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE ••• Featuring ·
"PosiTorque". Change from Street Gearing .to.
Trail Gearing without changing Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and rid~ away.

•uo"J" -. .. ....

\t

.NEW HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCK!

r

•

SIMONSON CYCLE CO. ·:.:: .:·:.
,,.,

LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, New Mexico

·315 San Pedro H.E.

·

Ph 268·450, ..

'

•••.•.

,..1

'"

y

1~~··

and
"

l.'

Hamburgers . . • • • • . l5c·<~ ..
Hot Dogs • • • • • • • :" '25'c':., ...
Melted Cheese Sandwich
Cokes . . . IOc & 15c

Present

THE WARSAW QUINTET
Program
Quintet ( 1952) - Bracewicz
Quintet in .E Flat Major, Op. 44 -Schumann
Quintet in F Minor, Op. 34 - Brahms

No Butts
About It

NOVEMBER 6-8:15 P.M.

The Best for the

ADMISSION - By Subscription or Adults 2.50
Students ond Children - 1.00

Least is at
Henry's

Across from Campus
1916 Central ~~!~==;
Open 11 :00 to 11 :00

Great savings on volumes
originally published of $2.50 fo $29.50

as$ociated students boohstore

Sartre: EXISTENTIALISM AND HUMAN
EMOTIONS.
.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00

THE STRATEGY OF VICTORY 191.C.1918,
By Victor Bonhom-Carter~ 32 Illustrations.
Pub. of $6.00
Sale $2.98

PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY of Voltoire. Preserves the best .of Voltaire's
thoughts.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
Bertrand Russell: THE WILL TO DOUBT.
A series of new essays.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
AUBREY BEARDSLEY. By Robert Ross. It
gives all a better understanding of
Beardsley art and its origins. 85 full page
ill us.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $2.98
r-;T~H='E-:F:::ILM~-::T:::-ILL~NO=w-::-.-:A--=su-rvey----,of,...
World Cinema, by Paul Ratho. 175
photogr£~phs, many of them ror&
movieana, illustrate this fine volurn&,
820 pp.
Soeclal lmaort $7.98

A VERY SPECIAL PRESIDENT: By
Lauro Berquist ond Stanley Trefick. A
memair in which John F. Kennedy
shares his wealth of Summer with the
world.
Pub. at $9.95
Sale $4.98

Henry Miller's LETTERS TO ANAIS NIN.
Ed. by Gunthet Stuhlmann.
Pub. of $7.50
Sale $2.98
Ben Shohn & Richard Hudson: KUBOYAMA & The Sage of the Lucky Dragon.
A memoricd to Aiklchi Kuboyama of the
fishing boat Lucky Dragon, victim of the
1954 Bikini H-bomb explosion. 36 illus.
by Shahn, I 0 in full color.
Pub. ot $5.95
Sale $2.98
THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
The Penian astronomer-poet's famous
celebration of love. 7 full-page drawings by J. Yunge Bateman; handsomely
bound.
·
Pub. at $7.50
Sale $2.98
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAl. IDEOLOGIES. Edited by Joseph S. Roucek.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale $2.98
THE FIRESIDE BOOK OF FOOTBAlL, ed,
by Jack Newcombe.
(>ub. at $8.95
Sale $3.98
Sain or Froud-VERDICT ON SCHWEITZER, The Man Behind the Legend of Lam·
borene. Stimulating and iconoclastic.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $1.00
ARISTOnE DICTIONARY, ed. by
Thomas ~~ Kiernan. 524 pp. .
Pub. of :i7.50
Sale ·s2,98

''·

...

1

SHORT DICTIONARY' OF MYTHOLOGY.
By P. G. Woodcock.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
CLASSICS OF GREEK LITERATURE, Ed.
by Harry Wededc. Massive anthology of
Greek literature.
Pub. at $6.00
Sale $2.98
Christopher Isherwood: RAMAKRISHNA &.
HIS DISCIPLES: Excellent biography of .
the great Hindu mystic. 33 illustrations.
Pub. at $7.50
Sale $2.98
Dr. Albert Schweitzer: PILGRIMMAGE TO
HUMANITY.
.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
An Introduction to CHINESE ART, by
Mario Prodan. 77 illus., some in full
color. 220 pp.
Scecial lmoort $2.98
An Introduction to EGYPTIAN ART,
by Borris de Rachewitz. 112 illu~tra•
lions. 256 pp.
Saecial lmoort $2.'18

A SELF PORTRAIT: Ed. by Anthony R.
Ferris. Includes Glbran's study under
Auguste Rodin,
a...:.P~ub::.:·..:a::.t..::$:::3.:::.00;::..._ _ _..,:S::::a:::le::..:::.$1:.:.00~
THOUGHTS AND MEDITATIONS: Con·
veys the spirifuol message of Gibran.
Pub. at $3.00
Sale $1.00'
MIRRORS OF THE SOUL: Colledion of
lyrical writings of Gibron.
Pul>. ot $2.75
Sale $1.00
THE PROCESSION: Includes his poetry, drawings.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
SPIRITS REBELLIOUS: This Is the volume that caused Glbran's exile.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale 1.00
THE WISDOM OF GIBRAN: Aphotlsms and Maxims.
Pub. ot $3.75
Sale $1.00
JAPANESE ART. By Raymond Johnes. 48
Full Color reproductions.
Special Import $2.98
ClASSICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE, edlled
by Joseph S. Roucek.
Pub. at .$6.00
Sale $2.98
Spiriozo: LmERS TO FRIEND AND FOE.
Pub, at $3.75
Sale $1;00

THE FUTURE OF SCIENCE. By Bertrand
Russell,
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00 VENETIAN PAINTING. By Marco Valse<:chi. 56 pp. 24 calor plates, 10l&"x14W'.
THE LOST GENERATION OF 1914. By Pub. ot $5.00
Sale $1.98
Reginald Pound.
Sale $1.98 BEING AND NOTHINGNESS. By Jean•
Pub. at $5.00
Paul Sartr&. The dlflnl!lve Sartre.
A HISTORY OF CAPitAL PUNISHMENT,
Pub. at ,$10.00
Sale $3.'18
by John l.aurencer. Illustrated.
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $2.98 MICHElANGELO. By Nicholas Wadley. 55
FLEMISH PAINTING, by Gregory Martin.
Full Color Plates.
24 full/color plates, many full-page size.
Special Import $2.98
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $1.98
THE WISDOM OF OSCAR. WilDE.
HAlF-WAY TO tHE MOON: New Writings . Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
from Ruula. Ed. by P. Blake and M.
HayWard.
THE IMMORTAL KAHLIL GIBRAN
Pub. at $5.95
Sale $2.98
THE BROKEN WINGS: Tender story
SHORT DICTIONARY OF ClASSICAL
of Glbran's lave. for Selma karamy,
WORD ORIGINS, By Harry E. Wedeck.
l'ub. at 3. '
Sal& 1.00
Pub. at $3.75
Sole $1.00

·-· r- '"' ••• ._,
"'

"• II M

-

ROBERT FROST AND JOHN BARTLETT:
The Record of a Friendship.
Pub. at $5.00

••••~·V

. .......

THE MAGIC OF fLIGHT: A Photographic Essay by Hans B. Burgunder.
Pub. at $5.95
Sale ~$2.98

...' ,.

~

Branch Rickey THE AMERICAN DIAMOND: A Documentary of the Game
of Baseball.
Sole 4.98
Pub. at $12.50
THE COMPLETE ADVENTURES OF OSTAP BENDER. By llf and P&trcw. A sparkling Russian masterpiece of wild humor.
Pub. ot $6.96
Sale $1.00
VARIETIES OF MYSnc EXPERIENCE. By
E. O'Brien, SJ,
.
Orig. $7.50
Sale $2.98
.John Dewey, DICTIONARY OF EDUCA·
TION. Ed. by Dr. Ralph B. Wlim: .
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
PRACTICAL CHESS ENDINGS. By Irving
Chernev. Teaches the endgame clearly.
Pub, at $5.95
Sal& $2.98
BLITZICREIG lO DEI'EA11 .Hitler's WQr Di·
rectives 1939·1945. Ed. by H. R. Trl!lvorRopet.
Pub. at $4,95
Sal& $1.98
A DlcnoNARY OF EXISTENTIALISM, l:d.
by Ralph B. Winn.
·
Pub. at $3.75
Sole $1.00

~>lh

• .......

I
,,.,., j

RUSSIAN SYNTAX, by Ann<~. :H. Semeanoff..
•
- ·•~ ;z. """' .......
Pub. at $3.95
Sole $t:oo
Heart of Europe: FRENCH PAINTIJIIG,
by Keith Roberts.
Pub. of $5.00
. '. ·•· :~. s·~·~~·$1.98
sPANISH PAINT,NG:. ay'''·Ug~".8jtcl;l
From 'Pedro Serre cind·.. ~~rtor.e'll. ta.:~:i
Greco and Goya. 24 color plates.
Pub. at $5,00
.' . .Sale $1.98
•
>IIII:!T4
PROPHETS OF YESTERDAY, Studfes •In
European Culture• 1690.1914•.• By Ger·
harcl Masur.
·
· ·."
Pub, ot $7.50 · ·
' ;. ;Sal~ $2.98
'~

'

--~-

~~~ ~=~s ~~ ~~q~~~~ Marie. lien.

.(:?rid Lobos Only Hope to End Season
• ... ~Y. !S'OOLEY ~EINHEAROT
..... The.New ~eXICO f~otball team

favorite target, will be able to tailback David Bookert and end
play. . .
Emilio Vallez. Vallez is tied for
leaves for Ar1z?na this ~temoon
4-ce. ~nJur~d an ankle against
_prQb~b..lY .more mtent. on JUst ~et- . the . Umverstty< of ·Texas 'at 'El thifd in the nation ~n pass reting;;,1i!;!~ ~~!J,SOJJp~Vf'lfl W;iVh t.han., f~~q ,and went tprouR"h onlv min- . ceiving and Bookert is the top
on beatmg
the Wi!dcats, -r 1n ' ' · "1mum
'"
B bworkout$ this1 t:fe~kl 'Flank- : :J.,obo ground-gainer.
For the seve~t~ .. consecutive er o ,~qwler is also a d~ubtful r; iBookel't has picked up · 469
week~ t~!'l;·l,>~~Qf:l.go Jtlto tq_e kahi~ ~~rter. . ; :. . n~nL
l srards on 110 trips with the ball
1
as heaVY underdogs~· Thts tilne
·
this year. Wayne Edmonds, a
1~er ~Gel!. ~l!!· , •
the:"rL'are picked to lose by four L~!~q at[~t!!-ltein' tM :game will . 18(J.pound; sophomore halfback,
or :f}.ve touchdowns.
11\'l i ~hi'! ~i~ I ~Parson; 'Rifle ·which
leads the Arizona rushing with
Cgf!ch Bill Weeks has not giv" goeE\ ,to thf'l: winner· o~ ·skirmish 251 yards on 79 carries.
Vallez has caught 49J>asses for
en UJl on the possibility of his each sea~on. New Mextco lost the
charges....winning their second weapon m '65. when the Wildcats 590 yards and three TDs this
game, but it appears that all but fell 24_-2.
.
season for his :place in the nation:Besi~es Hendnclts and Stone, al rankings. He was WAC "linea handful of the players gave u:p
on tl;lemselves long ago,
the W1ldcats would like to stop man of the week" this week.
Battle for Celiar
The Arizona•New Mexico clash
will; determine who finishJ!S in the
cellar of the Western Athletic
Conference race and the Lobos
appear certain to retain their hold
on t'hat :position.
A .year ago UNM was last in
the league and Arizona fifth. The
Lobw> only have to :play WAC
SANDWICH & PIZZA
champion Wyoming after Saturday night and Arizona has'to meet
Brigham Young and rival Ari::zona State.
;:; New ,Me)dco goes into Satur::tJay's game with three players
··who lead four national statistical
:.categories this week. But the in.:aividual. leaders have not, thus
,:far, sparked the lacking Lobos to
.59
TENDER JUICY BEEF DIP
Small Medium Largo
:·victory.
1.50
.75
.95
,59
"'Wildcats 1-4
TASTY B.B.Q. BEEF DIP
2.10
1.<10
::The Wildcats have won only one
1.00
Mushroom
HICKORY SMOKED HAM DIP .65
2.10
::game, as have the Lobos. But
1.<10
1.00
Sausage
.65
·:the ,Arizonans did manage a tie
2.10 GOOD LEAN PASTRAMI DIP
1.<10
1.00
Olive
Hom• Mad& B.B.Q. Sauce
::agairist the University of Texas
2.10
J..CO
1.00
Pepperoni
.. .at El Paso (9-9).
.19
A.LL SALADS
2.10
1.40
Green Chill 1.00
... · Arizona· defeated Ohio State
Cole Slaw, Potato or Macaroni
J..CO
2.10
1.00
Onion
:.14-7 and has lost to undefeated
.15
Combination
PICKLED EGGS
::wyoming (37-17), Missouri (1'7-.
2 .40 KOSHER DIU.S
.15
2 Item•
1.25
1.55
'3), to Utah (33-29), to unbeaten
1.35
1.70
2.70
3 lt1m1
; Indiana 42-7) •
;:: One . of .Arizona's offensive
For FREE DELIVERY 5 PM till 2 AM Fri. & Sat.
"·coaches, quarterback coach Eddie
::wilson, said this week, "Despite
$1.25 min.
Call 243-4311
:"the record of the Lobo.s, we know
(The little shop in the middle of the block}
that they can be dangerous. They
are the type of team that could
Our locations: 319 Fifth SW and 2216 Central SE
hurt us.
Lobos Up?
"And more important," Wilson
continued, "they are going to be
up for us as they will be counting
on this game as one of their opportunities to win/'
It is doubtful that the Lobos
could get up for any game after
six straight losses. New Mexico
is, of course, concerned about
Arizona and spent the week in
practice just polishing-if that is
possible-some of their roughest
points. •·~
, _Lobo qtll\rterback Terry Stone,
the best· passer in the nation and
the' -offensive yardage leader, will
duel With. Arizona's Marc Reed,
who wascsecond in passing in the
country a Beaflort ago.
Reed Completes 36
.
This year Reed has had the
cool hand, completing only '36 of
101 attempts for 45'7 ·yards and
two. ~ touchdowns. Last year
against the Lobos be threw four
"ID passes in the 3G-15 AU vic•

1

PIZZA

•

SANDWICHES

Listen to KUNM

One player Arizona would not
like to knock out of the national
sUNDAY MORNING
kin
is kick-off return specWORSHIP-SERVICES
~a~ gs .
ml~st Joe Casas. The Lobos are
~~P~I.·' M~~;~~.
bemg scored upon so often that
Sponsored by the ·
Casas is far ahead of the n~tion
Lutheran Association
because of the num~er of times
of America
foes k~i;c~kGo~ff~to~U~.~N~M~t~n~o~n:_e~g~a~m~e:.:_.___J~~-~·:::~::::::~::=::::::::::::·:~=-·~·~~-

.

:~

HIGHLY INTERESTING!

LOVERS OF GENTLE CONSORTS,
W\.~~~ \\.\\.\\ C\\:\.\\\>t~'"''

Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,
FOND GB!NDP!P!S,

&~~-~~o.~t~n-cr ~'tcu•.dm..a.mm.a.~,
MAIDEN AUNTIES,
GENEROUS UNCLES,

EXPECTAIT liEGES,
..A.N:C

'!

HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,

ALL,
Without Distinction of' Age or Sex,
W'ILL FIND

j

'

.....,

..~~--~ \ •

tists In the#Fields of:

~ ···'$' ......

Stone bas completed 12G of
"2G3 for 1G52 yards. It will not be
·ktJ.o'Wlf~'1mtil SMurday whether
·-or" not~·Ac~ · ·Hendricks, Stone's
'I"

I

p

"'

The Corps of Engineers offers a wide variety of professional engineering work in all fields of
engineering. Training programs provide excellent opportunities for
knowledge os well

COROT. By Keith Roberts. 48 FuU Color
Plates
Special. lm~c>rt $2.98
WHAT SCIENCE KNOWS ABOUT U~E.
By Or, Heinz Woltreck. Fasd~atlng (ic·
·count of the Origin of ·life on thit~- planet.
56 Photographs.
"
Pub. at $6.50
· S~f~ $1 :98

"

- Nuclear Weapons Effects
- Environmental Research
-Flexible Pavements
-· Mobility and Trafficability ·

- Soil Mechanics
- Hydraulics
-Concrete
- Instrumentation

A PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT StiENci;.
By Alfred North Whitehead. ·
·:
Pub. at $:J,OO
Sale $1.00

Dl\!O~ri.. ·bv ' fh~n,

1150

Challenging Career Opportunities Are Available For Engineers and Scien-

I CHING Book of Changes. Translat:.
ed by Jamt~s Ulgge. Complet& wltlt
Study Guide.
~.
Pub. af·'$10.00
Sole 5.9!1:

·. 'tHE
Ji, Alb.rt.
SpeCial Import $2. •98 Story of the cl'rvor'c:&· of' H'et11y VIII. ~
Pub. dt $5.95
Sola $2:98

UNRIVALLED!

Engineering Research
with the
·Corps of Engineers
Waterways Experiment· Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

:-:o!~"-:.:..'lil-~:;;.~

THE MAGIC OF THE MOUNTAINS, by
Max A. Wyss. A symphonic poem In
photogra}'hY of the Alps.
•.
Pub. ot "'6.95
Sale :i3,98
Maney and . Man: WEALTH
THE
"'""
COM¥<?N MAN, by Frederick J. Grew.
Pub. at $2.98
Sale $1.00
ITALIAN PAINTING, by Andrea l:mlfl nl
BPREHISTORIC TO ClASSICAL PAINTll~'p.
0 '
24 color plates
Y. Glan Guida Bellon!. 24 color plates
·
.
..
10Y.!x141!4",
•
b
$
Pu • at 5.00
Scile $1.~8 ., Pub. a.t $5.00
o
Oscar Wilde, DE
.
" · _:Sale $1 $8
Vyvyan Holland. PROFUNDI_S. Ed. b,Y ,. THE lAST HORIZON, By Raymond !F.
•.
Dasmann,
"
Pub. at $4•00
$ale $1.00 .·· p·u'b • Cit.$6.95• '. •• .·. ,., Sal& $1i98
"

n...
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IT'S HEBEl. .

t•

The Culturol Progrom Committee

''

Friday, November 3,1967

.

. '

as early promotions for those

increased technical

who sdtisfactorily complete the training.

.

Representatives of the WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg,
c·ompus FRIDAY, NOVEMBER·

3; 1967 for

Missi~sippi; ~ill

be on

the purpose of interviewing interested students. Salaries w1ll be d1scussed· at

the time of the interview. Students·with superior academic rating can qualify for higher salaries.

'"""' ~ ~

:·~ ·~, · overcrowded? ·
•.. · ·Sell your unwanted
· items to'·
BLACKJACK'S
··;.

CENTRAL PAWN

::o; '.: · •

200 Central

S.E.

;.

I

'''

Applications will be accepted for emplt>yment with the WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION and with any other
CORPS OF ENGINEER installation throughout the United States and overseas. See your Placement Officer today.

The Corps of Engineers is an equal opportunity employer

..._. .

'k----.

~-
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G~n~ i Frul')1,~i.~ ,
lt~t<lds

Hi$

Medical Lecture·

!:·

Dr. Helmuth Vorherr of the
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in
Los Angeles will speak on "Bioassay and· Identification
of N europhysical Hormones" at
the UNM School of Medicine at
4 p.m. today in the basic medical
sciences building.

Poetiy ~•

·<JIIe- 'lfol.e St
(/1144~el/,
I

.

•

120 Yole 'S't, S.l:.

Phon'e 842-1413

Nickel Silver
Nickel silver, an alloy of nickel,
copper and zinc, which for decades has been used prim~~orily as
a nase for silver-plated tableware, is now used extensively in
contacts and connectors for modern electronic equipment.

on Mondcw Nov. 6
s P.M; Adm; ·soc
'

'

.

.

Where yo~ will Find
Qucdity Pap~rbacks cmd
Selected Hardbound Titles

WANT ADS

"A.
delight!
Witty,
satiric,
with a
marvelous
assortment
of actors!"

"' '.
f •

CLASSI]i'IED ADVERTISING RATE;S:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 timea, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Buildiug, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED efficiency apartments, Newly decorated, near UNM. Tropical Arms,
512 Ortiz SE. Under new management
$85 utilities Paid. 256-7842 after 5 p,m:
11/1,2,3,6.
FOR SALE
'64 MGB convertible. Lots of extras. CaU
242-5338 after six or aU day Sat, & Sun.
Must selL $1450. 11/1, 2, S,6.

-Cue Magazine

f
~·

I

~

,'''

'
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1958 FORD V ·8. Automatic transmission,
power steering & brakes. Good condi..
tion. $395.00. Call after 6 p.m. 242-5650.
11/1, 2, 8, 6.
1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE convertible.

Excellent condition. New tires, white
walls, radio & heater. Good top & many
extras. See and make offer. Phone 2981636. 11/1, 2, 3, 6.
1966 RABBIT Scooter. Excellent condition,
$200,00. Phone 243-4640,
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Scrvicea, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery, Open until 8
P.m. on Monday & thursday, E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, l'hone
243-0588.

COlUMBIA
PICTURES

Presents

BRYAN.

PRODUCTION OF

!l'il!llll!llll~THE~

WRONGBOX

••

Union Theatre

WANTED: Typing. Term papers, theses,
dissertations. ReferenceB, l'hone. 242-2495.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, l'SYCHADELIC FOSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don•t want
them. Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220•
NEED bread? Distribute l'sychedelic posiers, etc. Write to The Joyce Co. Ltd..
784 Bay St., San Francisco, Calif. 9U09
6t.

Team
Grabs Flag Title

COMPLETE SHRIMP DINNERS 95¢ & up
CHICKEN SPECIALS2 PIECES OF CHICKEN 85¢
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.10
4 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.35 &'up

(Continued from page 1)
ous proportions "because student
government leaders frequently
fail to play a creative role before ·
the incidents occur," he said. He
emphasized that NSA does not
support attempts to block students from attending job interviews, for example, but "this does
not mean that student leaders
should sit on their hands until
a group of students are beaten
by police."
NSA will assist student governments to insure that they obtain a
voice over policies affecting rec~ters and that they exercise a
constructive role during the demonstrations themselves, Schwartz
said.
He announced that NSA will
· sponsor a national student conference on student power at the
University of Minnesota, Nov. 17-

TOMORROW
AT
MIDNIGHT

HAMBURGERS

WEST
COAST
HEAVY
WEIGHTS

and all Popular
Sandwiches

BREAKFAST ALSO SERVED

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

INCLUDING
"WE SHALL MARCH AGAIN"
"PLASTIC HAIRCUT"
"CASTRO STRI:ET"
"HEY STOP THAT11
"UP TIGHT, L.A. IS BURNING11
turn out
to
turn on
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Juggler Preliminary H.e.qring Is To,n1g t
..

lHE SCENES IN THIS FILM
ARE REAL-TOO REAL FOR
THE IMMATURE! .;I;

m.on~&o

freud8
IN COLOR

By MELISSA HOWARD
The UNM Board of Student
Publications will meet tonight in
a preliminary session to consider
at least four charges agl\inst the
October, 1967, issue of The Juggler and agaist its editor Rob
Burton.
'
The four charges filed with the
board last week criticized the magazine's lack of good taste, charging
that it is "communistic," "pornographic," "subversive" and "a
piece of trash.''
'

Lobo Editor Chuck Noland today filed a fifth complaint, and
Publications Board Chairman WilIiam Huber said last night that at
least four others were submitted
this weekend.
Noland'!! complaint, which will
be distributed to memebrs of the
board and to Burton today, charges the editor with a "breach of
ethics" for failing to attribute
nearly 30 percent of this issue to
the other collece humor magazines in which the articles and

cartoons were originally publish- li.cations subscribes.
ed. Noland's charge reads as fol"It is a fact that at least nine
lows:
full pages of The Juggler were re"As a student of journalism and printed'directly from other college
a respector of professional ethics humor magazines. The articles,
I am compelled to file this formal with to my knowledge only two
complaint against Robert Burton, , exceptions, were credited to autheditor of The Juggler. I believe ors rather than to publications. I
he is guilty of a breach of journal- believe that the average student
istic ethics and a violation of the who reads the magazine was left
spirit, if not the letter, of the by this form of attribution with
Canons of Journalism of the Am- the impression that most, if not
erican Society of Newspapers, to all, of the magazine was the prodwhich the Board of Student Pub- uct of
Juggler staff . , • •

Regents Approve
4Building Plans
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HAVE A PARTY-

About Arizona

NSA Head Blasts
Police Opposition

265-1669

They Did Everything The Romans
Did ... E,cept Mavbe Race Chariots
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Location: Tucson, Arizona
Enrollment: 22,500
Athletic Director: Dick Clausen
Stadium: Arizona (40,000)
Conference: Western Athletic
Colors: Red and Blue
Coach's Record: First Year
Offense: ProT
Defense: 5-2
Lettermen Returning: 27
Lettermen·Lost: 17

EW

shown at
7:45 & 9:20

(Continued from page 1)
Olive .grabbed the pass near the
line of scrimmag!l, dodged two
Lllw ·School defenders and skipped into the end zone.
Halfback Louie Baca, ex-Belen
High 13chool main:>tay, swept
around lf;P.~J'left end for the extra
point apli · the scoring was over.
Prior; t 0 . the' touchdown, sever!\! lonf,r yardage plays were nullified by! .<)ffsides · and unnecessary roughness penalties. There
were mo:re · flags on the playing
field than there were on the participants.
Just before the end of the first
half, a scuffle broke out between
a Chicken's defensive back and
a Law School offensive lineman.
Both players were ejected from
the game, but the second half
was delayed by a heated argument between playe1·s and nonparticipants. Order was quickly
restored.
The Chickens ended the intramural campaign with a 9-1 record. Their only defeat came at
the hands of the Naval Enlisted
Scientific Education P1•ogram in
an early season contest. The
Chickens ended the regUlar sea~on in a tie with the Law School,
but a flip of the coin gave the
Law School the league title.
Head Chicken Dave Baldridge,
a former North All-Star from
Los Alamos, said, "In our opinion
Sigma Ch'i gave us the toughest
ballgame of the season. They are
our vote for the number two
team.''

LOST
GREEN Wallet near SUB. Need Papl!l'll.
Reward offered. Return to 129 Hokcma.ZW.. Phone 277-4965. ·
jlltl//jJH/HHIIIHU/liiUIIMIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIUIU"IRIJIIIIIIIIIIIHIIUIIOOIUIIIIllllliJIIl
HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED wood & metal shop assistant to work Tues. & Thurs. 1 to 5
p.m. Must qualify onder work-study
program. Contact Dept. of Architecture, 277-2903.

Accross From Compus Central>&

Patronize LOBO Advertisers

Non~Greek

I

MAKE OUR
DELICIOUS
CHEESEBURGERS
PART OF
THE PARTY

."

3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO

PLANS FOR A $1.5 million law building were
approved by the UNM Regents Saturday. The trilevel building, shown here in an architect's model
(foreground), architect's drawings, and ftoor
plans, will be built. on the North Campus. Plans
for the building call for space for classrooms,

5324 4th St. N.W.
~INIIIII/IDIIIIIIIIMI/I/IIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIWIHIIIUIIIIIIII/mlll/11111111/1111 IIUIU.III/IUIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIt.

seminar rooms, library carrels, moot court room
with judge's and jury rooms, and faculty offices.
The Regents also approved plans for a $3.5 million long-range dormitory construction project.
(Photo by Pawley)

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROA~!"

Support-Dow

(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie") ·

A rally in support of Dqw
Chemical Corp. and its recruit(lrs
on campus has been scheduled
this afternoon by the UNM
Young Republicans. Gov. David
F. Cargo is expected to address
the crowd in front of the Naval
ROTC building on Yale Blvd. NE.
Also tentatively l!cheduled to

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing i t while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean run. And speaking of good, clean things·
what about the taste of Sprite? ~ good. ~
'
clean: However, good clean things may not exactly·be
your ~dea or Jollies. In that case, remember that
~prite is also very refresh.j.ng. "Tart and tingling,"
~n.tact: And ~ery collegiate. And maybe we'd better
qu~t wh~le we re ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song.For Sprite. And it you can get a group together
to s~ng it••we 1d be very surprised.
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speak are Sen, Clinton P. Ander- ourselves is whether we want to
son (Dem.-NM), State Senator give the police a reason to wade
Peter Mondragon, and Albuquer- in with their brutality," he said.
que physician Dr. Jack Redman.
"We would like to have a situaDr. Redman returned this fall tion here at UNM where people
from a three-month tour as a can demonstrate peacefully and
civilian doctor in the Mekong express their views without the
Delta.
need of calling in the police," Dr.
A group opposed to Dow Chemi- Schmidt said.
cal Corp. and to the use of napalm
Some members of the Commitin
Viet
Nam
will
parade
peacetee
Against Dow and Napalm
Concert Tonight
fully tomorrow in front of the were reported last week to be
Placement Center to protest. the planning sit-ins to block the Dow
presence of Dow Corp. recru1ters Corp. J."ecruiters. "Not everyone
on campus.
has agreed to be totally non-violThe group is separate from the ent," a committee representative
Committee Against Dow and Na- said.
palm
in favor of that commitUNM's vice-president for stuThe Warsaw Quintet, one of tee's but
stand.
They
will
conduct
a
dent
affairs, Dr. Harold Laventhe W<)rld's finest chamber music peaceful protest demonstration der, said
last night that "as in
groups, will appear in concert . wearing white armbands to em- the past, any
effort to thwart the
at 8:15 wnight at the UNM con- phasize their total commitment to peaceful exercise
of the right to
cert hall.
Schmidt
said.
demonstrate
peacefully
to be
non-violence,
Dr.
William J. Martin, concert hall Leaflets asking for supp<)t't for interviewed will not be and
tolerated.
director, said that as a result· qf the demonstrators wjll be distriUNM
Associated
Students
an $1800 grant awarded by the buted
by
Dr.
Schmidt
at
the
north
President
John
Thorson
issued
New Mexico Arts Commission to door of the Union today. Pam- a statement last night calling
for
encourage cultural arts programs,
phlets
explaining
the
group's
"restraint"
during
the
protests.
admission prices to the series
position will be passed out at the The statement said: "The Conhave been lowered. Tickets for Placement
Center during the pro- stitution of the Associated Stutonight's performance are avail- test demonstration.
dents of the University of New
able at $2.50 for adults and $1
The group was organized to en- Mexico guarantees each student
for students, and can be pUl'·
chased at the Concert Hall box courage demonstrators and to freedom of assembl~ .and. freeavoid a situation where the police dom of speech. In addition, 1t prooffice.
"There are usually about 400 must be called in to disperse pro- vides that no student will be
deni~d equal ri!fhts in the Unichamber music afficionados and testors, Dr. Schmidt said.
'l'he
group
includes
Gail
Baker,
ve~;slty
comrnumty.
.
with specially priced tickets, esa
UNM
graduate
student;
Father
.
The
Dow
demonstratiOn
sched•
pecially for students, we hope to
attl'act larger audiences," said Crews of the Canterbury Epis- uled ~or Tues~ay and Wedf!esday
copal Center; the Rev. Richard of th1s week JS an expressiOn of
Martin.
The Warsaw Quintet, founded Elliott of Luther House; Father free assembly a~d speech. As
for their personal pleasure. in Thomas Flynn of the Newman .such, I welcome .~t~ pr~sence on
19130 by five distinguished Polish Center; And Dr. Joseph Frank, ca~1p.us. Ho'?'ever, 1f th1s demon· a
f the English depart- stratton den~es access of an!( stumusicians, is making its Amer· ch al~m
n
dent to obtam employment mfor•
ican debut tour. The g1·oup gave
its first public performance in m~~~e people seem to think that mation, that. student's rights. will
"th
h uld bn allowed to ex- have been vwlated. Th~s, I have
.. •
London in 1963.
eyh
s
? .
. . .
. instructed Mr. Ira Robmson, ASSince then theh· tours have m- press t ,e1r
V1ewpomts m any way UNM Attorney General to bring
'
cluded Japan, Hong Kong, India, they Wish regardless of the rc(Continued on page 2)
sults. The thing we need to ask
and Scandinavia.

Warsaw Quintet
To Perform Here

•

Roar, sott drink, roar!
You're the loudest sort drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, gu~,
To sitand think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riotJ Ooooooh~
Roar, sort drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble
tizz and gUSh!
'
Oh we can't think
Ot any drink
~hat we would rather sit with!
,Or (if we reel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' withl
Roarl Soft drink! RoarJ
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRI'l'.E:I

Rally Planned

°

Plans for four new buildings,
including the $3.5 million phase
of a long-range dorm construction project, a $1.5 million law
building, and an $80,000 facility
for KNME-TV were approved
Saturday by the UNM Regents.
The dorm-complex plans, rejected several weeks ago by the
Board of Educational Finance
because the per-student cost was
too high, were revised to include
double rooms. This upped the capacity to 378 from the original
312. The new two-building complex, first phase of a long-term
project, will also have food-service facilities for 1512.
Law Building Goes North
The tri-1evel law building, to
· lie built on the North Cam'PuB,
will include space· for classrooms,
faculty offices, seminar rooms,
library carrels, and a moot court
room with judge's and jury
rooms.
The new studios for KNME
will be built in two phases at a
cost of slightly less than $808,000. KNME, channel 5, is an educational television station jointly
owned by the University and the
public schools.
The Regents also approved a
$37.7 million summary budget
for UNM for next year, along
with a preliminary proposal for
a $5.3 million medical-school budget.
A proposed doctoral program
in business administration was
approved and will now go to the
Board of Educational Finance for
final approval.

3 Get Tickets

Lobo Announces
Contest Winners
Jack Freedman, William Sullivan, and Elizabeth H. Whittington each won a pair of tickets to
the Andy Williams-Henry Mancini concert Wednesday night at
University 'Arena for their entries in The Lobo's "Do you hate/
love/care less about/have you
ever heard of The Lobo" contest.
The first-place entry, submitted by Freedman, said, "I could
not care less about The LobO because I am an English 010 major
and I can't read. I look at the
pictures, though, and some of
them are funny, sometimes even
the cartoon. I don't believe in
wo1•ld news. I think sports are
subversive to sex. Current campus events are humorous, and
news about them is ludicrous. I
don't care for The Lobo, and it
cares not for me.''
Record albtims went to all other
entrants in the contest: Gordon
Casperson, Alice E. Cornell, Pat
Dominguez, Brian H. Fishbine,
D. B. Hayes, Bill Hughes, Bart
Lewis, Dick Losh, Susan M•
Moore, Owen R. Moss, Dan Pane·
bouef, Louise Shadwell, Charles
Wood, and Nancy Zachowicz.

"If the Juggler were not subsidized by students I would not complain. However, I believe that Mr.
Burton, by depriving' the students
of the knowledge that they de
hel:ping to pay for a magazine
which is 30 percent a compendium
of other .colleges' publications, has
committed a serious breach of
ethics."
Of 40 students questioned informally by The Lobo yesterday
afternoon, 20 had read the current
Juggler issue and 17 of these 20
''thought that most or all of the
magazine was written or drawn by
the Juggler &taff" and "did not
realize that nearly 30 per cent
was reprinted from other college
humor magazines.''
Editor Burton received copies
of the first four charges Friday
and under Pub Board regulations
is not required to submit a formal.
response to the charges. If he
waives a written response the
board will hear oral arguments
tonight to decide whether to hold
a formal hearing. Burton had not
announced his decision last night
to submit a written response,
which according to board rules is
not due until Wednesday. He may
wait until after presentation of
the charges and preliminary arguments tonight to make the de~ision, in which case a formal
hearing may then be scheduled.
"The board alone will decide
what merit exists in the charges
and alone will decide if a formal
;proceeding is necessary," the Publications Board code states.
"A formal proceeding,
brought j,n response to charges
against personnel of student 'PUblications, is an inquiry on the part
of their employer into stewardshi~
of office of those charged. Because
it is an accounting by an em:ployee
(Continued on page 8)

Alumni Will Honor
48 U. Freshmen

Outstanding 1967 graduates of
the state's high schools who have
enrolled at UNM will be honored
by the Alumni Association this
week.
Jim Benner, chairman of the
Hig_h School Achievement Award
program of the association, announces that invitations are IJt~
ing to 48 winners of the awarif
who are members of the freshman class.
Each of the winners will receive a $50 stipend provided by
the Greater UNM Fund; The students earlier received engraved
plaques at their high schools.
Present to greet the group will
be Jack Mulcahy, president of the
Alumni Association, and other
members of the Association Board
of Directors; President Tom L.
Popejoy; the vice-presidents of
the university; the persoxmel
deans; and other dignitaries directly concerned with underg'· adnates.
The reception will be held in
the gallery of the Union Ballroom
from 4 to 5 p.m. WedneSf1 ~:'f.;
• Nov. 8. The arrangements are 'being made by Gwinn (Bub) Henry,
director of alumni relations.
The achievement award winners to be
. honored are: Elizabeth S. M.Uors, Rubert
Lee Sanchez, Donna Gail McDougal, Ivan
Archibeque, Linda Martinez, Tommy Ortiz,
Eilcch White, Jennelle Livingston, Eileen
Hall, Eleanor Speer, Blair Blankley, Susan
D'Anne Miller, . Cathy Yandell, Nancy A,
Ulteig and Michncl Bustamante.
Other students nrc: Judith Surber, PatHcia L. Deweber, Ruby Romero, Mary Lou
Velasquez, Cltarli!S Lehman, Susan Shaw,
Anna Montano, Harry ChaVez, J o Carlota
Dominguez, Sylvia Vigil, .J'oe Ellen lluck]ey, Tony B. Lucero and Lucy Montoya,
Students to be honored from Albuqucr•

que schools nre: Donna Fossom. JanieS

Wiggins, Roser Cinelli, Larry Gonzales,
Elsa Marin, Anne Kovin Trinosky, Chris
W eiscn, Diane Denncdy, Runnl~ Dorn,
Paul Starkey, Paul Fnl.1rlei', Cassandra
Church, Ruben Aragon, Chnrlt!!! Fitc,
Linda Thorne, Leigh Gallacher, Allen J.
Girdner, Paul Sands, Rebecca Hohnstein,
and David Dreeson.
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